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A critical component of the “HyperMotion” engine is the “Pace Rating” system. Players that are consistently in motion during a match will show up with a higher Pace Rating than those who are not as active. The higher the Pace Rating, the more momentum of a player, the more shots, crosses, dribbles
and interceptions he will be able to create. As players speed up, FIFA 22 also makes the ball a smarter player. The ball has greater awareness and intelligence, making it more sensitive to players’ actions. In addition, players now have more control over the ball, and will often attempt precise, deceptive

passes to move the ball in the final third with greater precision and control. United States Court of Appeals Fifth Circuit F I L E D IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FIFTH CIRCUIT April 21, 2007 Charles R. Fulbruge III

Features Key:

Easily the most tactical, and most realistic, simulation on a console.
Most realistic player details, animations, skills and pro attributes.
Most accurate and detailed stadiums, kits, and player apparel.
Most authentic set of rules and player transfers and management.
Focus on gameplay, make players feel like they’re in a real environment.
Generous customisation of game settings and team attributes.
Unprecedented overall speed and responsiveness, combined with simulation-standard physics.
The most realistic match engine in FIFA history.
Most intelligent AI and behaviors for both defenses and players on the pitch.
Configurable, on-the-fly tactical AI and manager behavior or Man-Machine play.
Create your own tactics using the most tactically detailed tactics engine to date.
Fan-favorite revised special-team controls.
Revolutionary AI Manager Cutscenes that help drive the narrative, communication, and tactics of game play.
Attacking, defending and counter-attacking strategies, and tactics.
Intuitive goalkeepers controls.
Easily configurable control schemes.
Multiple camera angles (TV-style) all featuring different close-up camera angles.
Dynamic environments, with cinematically-designed stadiums, pitches, and backdrop scenery with interactive stadium objects.
Players reacting to gameplay scenarios and occurring events.
Player Lock-On moves.
New pass reward and pass completion animations.
New, accurate ball work animations.
Single-goal and penalty shoot-out styles.
Intuitive, easy use of player behaviour.
Management tools to help you manage a team quickly and easily.
Drills that help you to improve your tactics and decision making on the field.
Post-match tournaments to show off your developing tactical and management skills.
Stadium revamp.
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